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Abstract
Path dependency emerged as a theoretical approach in the social sciences
(specifically economics) in the 1980s, and has gradually been applied with
greater frequency in political science. As a form of historical institutionalism,
it shows promise of casting significant light on processes of political stability
and change. The present study examines several large-scale defining traits of
Russian politics and governance from the perspective of historical path
dependence: to date, most applications of path-dependency theory to Russian
studies have focused more on economics than politics and governance per se.
This essay applies core ideas in path dependency theory to the case of Russia
in the early twenty-first century, focusing on significant political traits that
emerged during the Putin and Medvedev presidencies. This study proceeds
from the view that politics revolves fundamentally around three core axes:
identity, interests, and institutions; every aspect of political life, arguably,
falls under one or more of these dimensions and all show path-dependent
tendencies. The traits of Russian governance that show evidence of pathdependent self-replication include: (1) tendencies toward monocratic
manifestations of political power; (2) political authority being conceived and
exercised in neo-autocratic modes that deliberately control, marginalize, or
patently exclude broad and efficacious participatory democracy; (3) an
apparently instinctive trend toward political centralization; and (4) a tendency
to vacillate historically between a weak and strong state, with powerful
historical impulses toward the latter. By applying core ideas in pathdependency theory to the case of Russian politics in the early twenty-first
century, our understanding is deepened.
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Russian Autocracy Redux: Path Dependency and the Late
Modern State
Introduction: Russian Democracy Derailed
Although Russia is generally regarded as having slid back into
authoritarian patterns of governance in the first decade of the twenty-first
century, after its brief flirtation with democratization following the collapse
of the USSR in 1991, it is perhaps freer today than ever in its long history.
The oft-noted authoritarian tendencies of the Putin era reflect a softened form
of neo-autocratic constriction of liberties compared to Stalinist or czarist
times, and thus represent a specimen-sample of the “new authoritarianism”
described by Arch Puddington in 2008. 1 As articulated by Ivan Krastev,
“Russia’s regime is only moderately repressive. Putin’s authoritarianism is a
‘vegetarian’ one. While political repression exists and human-rights
organizations have documented the persecution of journalists and other
opponents of the regime, it is fair to say that most Russians today are freer
than in any other period of their history.” 2 Perhaps so, but the prevailing
consensus among observers and students of Russian affairs (including
Krastev) is that Russia in the 2000s reverted to a mode of governance more
authoritarian, perhaps neo-autocratic, than democratic according to the
canons of Western democracy. Steven Levitsky and Lucan A. Way offered
Russia as an example of “competitive authoritarianism,” noting that “after
1999, effective state-and-party-building under Putin resulted in increased
organizational power, which leads us to expect greater regime stability.
Indeed, no serious regime crises emerged in the 2000s, and by decade’s end,
virtually all serious opposition had disappeared.”3
How did this happen? Three major reasons explain the thwarting of
democracy in Russia in the early twenty-first century, according to M. Steven
Fish: "Too much oil, too little economic liberalization, and too weak a
legislature.”4 This situation emerged despite much promise in the early 1990s,
when Western-type liberal democracy was not only embraced as an ideal by
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the new Russian leadership, but was emerging and expanding in numerous
other regions of the world (more on this below). Has democracy been
“derailed” in Russia? Although there is ample ground to dispute the specific
causative factors, few would dispute Fish's characterization of the symptoms
indicating a failure of liberal democracy to take root and flourish there. His
Democracy Derailed was one voice among many in the academy, in the
business sector, and among public officials and journalists, who undertook to
describe in considerable detail the circumstances and indicators of the demise
of Russian democracy.5 The consensus became nearly universal, outside of
the Kremlin's own circle of power, by about 2010; Russian democracy was
indeed derailed if not stymied altogether by the middle of the decade, if not
earlier. At the very least, it is difficult to dispute Richard Sakwa’s
characterization: “Russian democracy was in crisis” by 2008 and the system,
in “formal institutional terms was undoubtedly a democracy, but practice fell
short of declared principles.”6
Russian as well as Western scholars have concurred, and have sought
solutions to the puzzle of the return of Russian autocracy with concepts very
similar to those found in historical-institutionalism studies. Notably, Yuri
Pivovarov and Alexei Fursov asked: “Why has there been such a reversion?
Why have the brief periods of democracy—and we’ve experienced two of
them in the 20th century—inevitably come to grief? And why is it that such
splashes of popular governance are reckoned by astute Russian analysts as
necessarily transitory forms, as mere stages back to a more authentic, perhaps
essentially immutable, historical pattern of Russian life?”7 Whether or not the
resurgence of authoritarian rule may cycle back to a more democratic mode
remains to be seen; but our understanding of the prospects of it doing so will
be considerably helped if we can come to a deeper understanding of why
political patterns change, and just as importantly, why they remain the same
or revert to the defining traits of long-held conventions of governance.
Almost simultaneous with the appearance of Fish's book, the Swedish
economist Stefan Hedlund published a work attempting to account for the
“too little liberalization” aspect of Russia's overall post-Soviet experience.8
He tracked long-term, deeply rooted patterns in Russian economic, social, and
political history within the framework of contemporary social science along
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the lines of path-dependency theory. David A. Paul, one of the primary
intellectual architects of the concept of path dependence, defined it generally
as “a property of contingent, non-reversible dynamic processes, including a
wide array of processes that can properly be described as ‘evolutionary.’ The
set of ideas associated with path dependence consequently must occupy a
central place in the future, historical social science that economics should
become.”9
While Hedlund considers in some depth the political dimension of
Russia's troubled post-Soviet transition, his focus is much more on the
problematical character of the economic transition from a centrally controlled
system to a market economy.10 The purpose of the present essay is therefore
to explore in greater breadth and in greater detail aspects of the political
system emerging in Russia since the resignation of Yeltsin that may be
illuminated by applying path-dependency concepts. I argue that pathdependency theory helps explain the reassertion of neo-autocratic control in
Russia by examining longer-term, deeply rooted causal factors. The
resurgence of neo-autocratic governance was likely occasioned by the three
factors noted by Fish, but the roots of the resurgence can be traced to the
deeper history and culture of Russia, following path-dependent processes.
An important clue to the force of this factor is evident in the fact that the
overall temporal international context at the time of the gelling of the return
of Russian neo-autocracy appeared to favor political movement in the other
direction—that is, generally away from authoritarian trends. Tellingly, the
Russian regime’s interpretation of, and response to, the “color revolutions”
was anything but welcoming; rather, it was deliberate, calculated, firmly
contrarian, and accusatory.11 Further, although Russia was hardly unique in
responding to the economic and political chaos of the 1990s with reversion to
authoritarianism, it did so in a manner that so curiously replicates important,
long-standing patterns in Russian governance as to raise suspicion that deeper
processes of change were at work. These path-dependent processes appear to
have presented key post-Soviet actors with a political milieu in which the
costs of reverting to authoritarian rule were lower than pursuing a more
democratic mode of governance.
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The Theory: The Nature of Path Dependence,
and the Core Axes of Politics
In many respects we really understand very little about the underlying
dynamics of large-scale political change, although the presence of those
hidden factors is unquestionable. Path-dependency theory differs from the
truism of infinite causative regress: it is useful theory capable of explaining
the past, predicting the future to a limited extent, and stipulating the limits of
possible prediction. It does this by identifying a small number of critical
causes with disproportionately significant effects, thereby shedding some
light on dynamics that are otherwise opaque. Paul Pierson offers the
following criteria:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Multiple equilibria. Under a set of initial conditions
conducive to increasing returns, a number of outcomes—
perhaps a wide range—are generally possible.
Contingency. Relatively small events, if they occur at the
right moment, can have large and enduring consequences.
A critical role for timing and sequencing. In increasing
returns processes, when an event occurs may be crucial.
Because earlier parts of a sequence matter much more than
later parts, an event that happens “too late” may have no
effect, although it might have been of great consequence if
the timing had been different.
Inertia. Once an increasing returns process is established,
positive feedback may lead to a single equilibrium. This
equilibrium will in turn be resistant to change. 12

Path-dependency theory holds that causative mechanisms are most
evident after the fact. A central problem—that of infinite regress of
causation—has been addressed, with some effectiveness, by a deeper
investigation into critical junctures and the role they play in shaping the path
that a given set of political conditions (as choices), may take.13 An approach
based on path dependency therefore looks to the past to deepen our
understanding of both how Russian political evolution occurred, and why it
took the course that it did. By applying an analytical approach which reveals
critical aspects of political perdurability as well as change that other
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approaches (such as quantitative analysis of allegedly causative factors) may
fail to duly recognize, our understanding of why Russian political patterns
replicated themselves may be advanced. To use Pierson’s descriptor, the
resurgence of Russian autocracy may be as much the product of “big, slowmoving” processes, originating in the distant past, as of recent short-term
causative factors.14 In this essay I seek to identify such enduring processes
based on the four criteria listed above. The formulation of predictions will
occupy only a small part, if any, because path-dependence theory strictly
limits its own predictive capability. This point is explained at greater length in
the following section.
I also proceed from the view that politics revolve fundamentally around
three core axes: identity, interests, and institutions.15 Every aspect of political
life, arguably, falls under one or more of these dimensions. The matter of
interests is intentionally placed at the core, following the Aristotelian point
that the normatively determinative question in any given political
arrangement is "whose interests are being served." Interests are also
frequently the fundamental motive in political decisions, with pursuit of
interests framing situations that endure, in a path-dependent fashion, long
after the initial circumstances have expired. This approach is particularly
helpful in illuminating the aspects of Russian political experience for which
path-dependency concepts allow for a deeper understanding of how and why
the more significant contours of contemporary Russian politics have emerged.
This is so because: (1) the intersection of interests and identity occurs in ways
that are demonstrably path dependent across time, and (2) the manner in
which interests and (especially) identities tend to become embedded in
institutions also displays evidence of path-dependent characteristics.

Scope and Method of Investigation
This essay will not address the apparently path-dependent characteristics
of the post-Yeltsin Russian economy; those have been treated in considerable
depth by Hedlund and others.16 My specific focus, rather, is on certain aspects
of Russian politics for which a path-dependence approach is useful,
specifically, in the areas of the perceived nature and purpose of public
authority (vlast), the scope of legitimate state authority, and the content of
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national identity. According to this approach, the derailing of Russian
democracy was neither foreordained by previous failures, nor could it have
been definitively predicted on the basis of any extant method of social
science. 17 The reason for the former is that path-dependent processes
inevitably involve elements of unpredictability, with contingent factors
possibly being the most powerfully operative. The reason for the latter is
simply that grand-scale political changes involve long-term patterns of selfreinforcement and self-replication. In turn, these patterns (such as deeply
rooted cultural values and beliefs) more or less necessarily involve an array of
variables which may not lend themselves to quantitative analysis.18 In this
respect, the cherished hope of predictability as a litmus test of socialscientific validity is best left in suspension. One might even say that such
predictability necessarily gives way to Hegel's owl of Minerva, who famously
spreads her wings “only with the falling of dusk." That is, large-scale
historical change can only be understood after it has materialized, and not
before.19 As Pierson noted, “Social processes may not only be slow-moving;
they may also require a long time because there is a significant temporal
separation between a key cause and the outcome of interest. In either case, the
full process may not be visible unless the analysis considers a very substantial
stretch of time.”20
Such methodological questions are of course deeply complex and
significant, but are not pursued in depth in this essay. At the theoretical level,
they hint at a different ontological foundation for research than that offered
by conventional, quantitative, social science methods, at least for a certain
category of questions dealing with large-scale, long-range historical
processes. 21 They also remind us that Russia's derailment from further
democratization, and the swift return of autocratic aspects of governance,
could hardly have been predicted in the early post-Soviet optimism. While
there is certainly a place for “what if,” counterfactual arguments regarding the
possibility of post-Soviet Russian democracy having succeeded, I do not
explore them in this essay; the focus, rather, is on the path-dependent forces
that appear to have been behind the return of autocratic rule. Thus I do not
discount the view expressed by Richard Sakwa, that “a democratic option is
still open.” 22 The point of a path-dependence approach for a deeper
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understanding of Russian autocratic governance is not just to account for why
“history matters," nor even that decisions matter, but rather why and how they
matter so immensely over time.
This essay is attentive to Pierson's note of caution about the easy
likelihood of "concept stretching" when employing path dependency as a
concept to help understand politics, and the advisability for researchers to be
as specific as possible when so conscripting path dependency for explanation.
Thus, I employ the concept along the lines of Jacob Hacker's terse description
that "path dependence refers to developmental trajectories that are inherently
difficult to reverse." 23 More specifically, Pierson’s emphasis on “positive
feedback” as the central driving force of “increasing returns” processes (and
thus of path dependency in general) will be used to help explain why Russian
autocracy reemerged as it did. At crucial point points in the re-forming of
political order in Russia after the breakup of the USSR, positive feedback
appears to have occurred repeatedly as political purchase was gained by
simply reverting to long-standing patterns of governance rather than
embarking on politically uncertain—and thus more costly—modes of rule;
specific examples are explored below. Also, the revival of Russian autocracy
did not occur in a geopolitical contextual vacuum, of course, but rather in a
particular international environment whose nature calls for commentary
before proceeding to the specifics of how positive feedback operated to give
rise to Russia’s post-Soviet competitive authoritarianism.
The derailing of Russian democracy occurred squarely in the context of a
global expansion of democratic regimes, in which an array of international
factors was operating to buttress nascent regimes emerging from one or
another form of authoritarian rule. Russia’s return to authoritarianism was
occurring toward the end of Samuel Huntington’s “third wave of
democratization” in the world, such that by the end of the 1990s, a greater
proportion of the world’s population, and of their political regimes, was
democratically ruled than at any time in history. Further, an array of
institutions (such as the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe,
the European Union, the African Union) and broad formal acceptance of the
principles of democracy had become more globally widespread than ever
before.24 Thus the larger, international context was arguably one that might
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have favored a decisive turn away from longstanding, deeply entrenched
political patterns. But it did not always do so. The period from 1977 to 2000,
according to Freedom House, involved a dramatic expansion in the number
and proportion of democratically ruled countries in the world, and involved a
more or less steady expansion in the proportion of the world's population
living in such a regime. 25 As became clear by the turn of the century,
however, not all those regimes that appeared to have undergone a successful
transition to democratic rule had remained democratic.26 Significantly, in no
region of the world was the reversal of an otherwise apparent process of
nascent democratization so sharp and abrupt as in Russia and most of the
post-Soviet states. This fact, in and of itself, intensifies the suspicion that
deeply rooted factors were operating to push these countries' political regime
type onto a certain path. If deeper forces were at work in the derailing of
Russian democracy than simply the abundance of oil, an insufficient degree
of economic liberalization, and a weak legislature, then it will be useful to
examine what those forces might be, and how they operated. Again, Fish is
almost certainly accurate in identifying these as proximately causative forces,
but the larger historical context, certainly including the general
contemporaneous trend toward greater democratization in the 1990s, suggests
that deeper historical forces may have been at work.
Levitsky and Way propose that the three key elements of regime change
operating among authoritarian regimes during the period from 1990 to 2008
were the degree of linkage to the West, leverage of the West over such
regimes, and the political-organizational capability of the incumbent regime.
27
Russia ended the first decade of the twenty-first century with a “stable
competitive authoritarian regime” according to Levitsky and Way; I concur,
but argue that path-dependency theory can help provide another dimension of
explanation as to why Russia’s low linkage and low leverage combined with
its increased organizational power to give rise to such a regime.
This section concludes by noting that by the end of the Yeltsin years,
Russia had been downgraded by Freedom House from "free” to "partly free,"
and by 2003 down to "not free" altogether. Russia’s return to neo-autocratic
governance had large-scale ramifications for the entire post-Soviet space.
Regarding the influence of Russia on the entire region of former Soviet direct
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influence (e.g., Eastern Europe), Adrian Karatnycky noted: “Overall, 19 of
the 27 postcommunist countries of East-Central Europe and the former USSR
are electoral democracies. Ten of the region's states are Free, 12 are Partly
Free, and five are Not Free. However, all of the Not Free states are from the
former USSR; with the exception of the Baltic States, none of the former
Soviet Republics is free. Stagnation and reversals for freedom characterized
virtually all the non-Baltic Soviet states.” 28 Again, given the predominant and
growing influence of Russia in the region, it is all the more useful to look into
the deeper causes of Russia's return to authoritarian governance. Although
the final section of this essay considers the large regional ramifications of
this, I elaborate on this theme immediately below in describing the return of
neo-autocratic patterns of governance to Russia.

Entrenchment of Neo-autocratic Rule: Russia and Beyond
After Putin’s two presidential terms, there was scant if any evidence
that political conditions had improved in the direction of liberal democracy.
The evidence, rather, pointed toward an entrenchment of the neo-autocratic
tendencies that had appeared in the early Putin years. Further, as noted above,
these tendencies were also becoming more pronounced in numerous other
countries in the post-Soviet space that were influenced by Russia, such as
Kyrgystan or Uzbekistan. Arch Puddington identified a clear "pushback
against democracy" in evidence in various countries of the world by 2007.
Significantly, Russia and most former Soviet countries represented a
suspiciously dense geographical concentration of such cases. Puddington’s
commentary is worth citing because of the connectedness of this pattern, and
because of the reinforcement from Russia that regimes in the region received.
Russia's pervasive influence throughout the region bodes ill for reform
prospects. President Vladimir Putin has systematically weakened or
marginalized independent media, advocates for democracy, and regime
critics generally…Russia thus serves as a model for authoritarianminded leaders in the region and elsewhere. Although its relations with
Belarus were briefly frayed due to a dispute over energy prices, Russia
has otherwise gone out of its way to support the region's autocrats and
to oppose efforts by the United Nations and other bodies to condemn or
impose sanctions on dictatorships with records of blatant human rights
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abuse…Leadership in all three share a ruthless determination to crush
independent voices of opposition, whether in the press, the political
arena, or civil society. 29

This is not to say that the post-Soviet countries in Central Asia, plus
Azerbaijan and Belarus, would have otherwise gone down a different path
had it not been for Russia's “going out of its way” to buttress authoritarian
leaders. There was nonetheless substantial evidence of a civil society
forming in most, if not all, of these regimes after the collapse of the USSR;
had the political disposition of Russia been different, the type of political
regimes emerging in Central Asia and Azerbaijan might very well have been
different as well. Some observers see a clear and strong component of
geographic proximity to successful consolidation of democracy, possibly
even overriding other powerful factors such as culture and political legacy;
the evidence mustered must be taken seriously.30 In the case of most (but not
all) of the post-Soviet countries, the overweening geopolitical influence
appears to have been that of Russia pulling countries toward a neo-autocratic
direction, rather than Russia itself being pulled—by the West or anyone
else—toward liberal democracy.
Yet even the factor of geographical proximity must be considered in light
of the larger context, the longer-term and slow-moving process of social
change in which this factor works its influence. It is precisely here that pathdependence concepts can be especially useful. First, however, it will be
helpful to consider the return to an essentially autocratic mode of governance
in Russia itself.
Stephan Hedlund's description of the manner in which the Soviet regime
replicated long-standing political practices of Muscovy, despite the
profoundly different philosophical foundations of Muscovy and the USSR,
sheds light on this matter. His remarks are perhaps hyperbolic, but identify a
path-dependent character of the replication of similar patterns of political
economy through various epochs of Russian history: “We may conclude that
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union had succeeded, much like the
autocracy of Muscovy of old, in building an economic system that was
eminently suited to mass mobilization for the purpose of total war. . . .
Moreover, it had done so with a far greater degree of sophistication, allowing
Moscow to reach the status not only of a regional Great Power but of a global
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Superpower.”31 This was done on the basis of the Bolshevik program, whose
main impact "must be traced on a more fundamental level, namely in the
recreation of such self-reinforcing institutions amongst the higher levels of
the power establishment that once had guaranteed the sustainability of the
Muscovite and imperial autocracy."32 From the perspective of our search for
historical causation in path-dependency theory, the key element here is "selfreinforcing." By late 2007, Dmitry Trenin concurred: “As Russia enters the
2007–2008 election cycle, there is no question that it has a czarist political
system, in which all major decisions are taken by one institution, the
presidency, also known as the Kremlin. The separation of powers, provided
for in the 1993 constitution, is a fiction. All institutions of the federal
government, from the cabinet to the bicameral legislature, are in reality mere
agents of the presidency. The legal system is anything but independent,
especially in dealing with opponents of the Kremlin, and the prosecutor
general's office has become a tool of choice in the hands of the presidency.”33
This is decidedly not the type of political regime that Russia’s postSoviet democrats had in mind; nor does it comport with the substantial body
of late Soviet and early post-Soviet survey research which indicated that the
Russian public was well aware of what democracy was all about, favored it,
and anticipated it coming to Russia. 34 Hedlund perhaps went even further
than Trenin, describing the Putin regime as not just neo-czarist in terms of its
concept and practice of authority, but as "a striking return to old Muscovy."35
While certainly more metaphoric than literal, and perhaps overstated, this
characterization should not be dismissed out of hand, especially in light of the
core axes of politics around which much of the following commentary will
revolve. For Russia to have arrived at the type of regime described by
Trenin and Hedlund raises the question of what sort of historical dynamic
might have been at work, such that old habits of governance returned so
quickly and powerfully. The fact that they did so in the face of
contemporaneous public opinion to the contrary, and a global environment in
which democratizing pressures were increasing, only deepens the suspicion
that “large, slow-moving” historical forces may have been at work.
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Path-Dependency Theory and Russian Politics
How can the specific points of path-dependency theory help understand
this turn toward neo-autocratic rule? The principle of increasing returns is at
the core of path-dependency theory and has been increasingly specified in
economic studies. The central point of Paul Pierson’s seminal article in 2000
is that the principles of increasing returns are at least as powerfully operative
in the realm of politics as in economics. If so, then such evidence may well be
found in the Russian case. According to Pierson, four specific characteristics
of increasing returns underlie their operation: fixed costs, learning effects,
network effects, and adaptive expectations. All these operate in the political
domain at least as powerfully as in economics, if not more so, and for four
general reasons. I consider each of these in turn, after a quotation from
Pierson, in light of the reassertion of long-standing Russian political patterns.

(1) The Central Role of Collective Action
Collective action frequently involves many of the qualities conducive
to positive feedback. A central reason is the prevalence of adaptive
expectations. . . . In addition, many types of collective action involve
high start-up costs, which reflects the fact that considerable resources
(material or cultural) need to be expended on organizing before the
group becomes self-financing. That collective action processes in
politics are very often subject to increasing returns explains why social
scientists are often struck by the considerable stability of patterns of
political mobilization over time.36

No student of Russian history and politics can fail to be impressed with
the seemingly odd tendency for certain patterns of political behavior to
replicate themselves over time and to do so in distinctively different historical
eras. Even skeptics of Pivovarov and Fursov’s penchant for viewing the roots
of Russian authoritarian tendencies as being deeply, historically rooted, such
as Dubovstev and Rozov, recognize those tendencies.37 These are explored
below in greater detail, but as an example, the overall patterns of elite-mass
relations in Russian politics show remarkable signs of continuity from the
medieval to the present era (as noted by Trenin and others), despite the
presence of massive socioeconomic changes domestically and globally. Such
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continuity calls for explanation and the “positive feedback” aspect of
collective action recognized by path-dependency theory is a useful launching
point. As an example, the pattern of a historically recurring, sharp bifurcation
in Russia between rulers and ruled (dvoyinaya Rossiya, or "dual Russia")
goes at least back to the eighteenth century, when Enlightenment ideals of
citizenship and popularly accountable governance were among the
centerpieces of political discourse in the West.38 Michael Urban has identified
the powerful continuation of the historical Russian tendency by political elites
to view “the people” as “inert,” “degraded,” and “manipulable”—hardly a
basis for a democratic polity.39 As we shall see below, the "central role of
collective action" aspect of path-dependency theory helps explain a number
of traits in contemporary Russian politics.

(2) The High Density of Institutions in Politics
In politics, institutional constraints are ubiquitous. Politics involves
struggles over the authority to establish, enforce, and change the rules
governing social action in a particular territory. In short, much of
politics is based on authority rather than exchange. Both formal
institutions (such as constitutional arrangements) and public policies
place extensive, legally binding constraints on behavior.40

This aspect of path-dependent forces is particularly useful for shedding
light on patterns of political behavior at both the mass and elite levels of
governance, but particularly so at the latter level. To the extent that Pierson's
point is valid, a regime such as Russia—in which authority was both
originally conceived, and historically exercised, in authoritarian fashion—
could be expected to display a pronounced tendency for public authority to
thus replicate itself. The specific traits of that mode of rule, and also the
means by which they have replicated themselves over time, are explored later
in this essay.

(3) Political Authority and Power Asymmetries
Power asymmetries can reflect the operation of positive feedback
processes over substantial periods. Increasing returns processes can
transform a situation of relatively balanced conflict, in which one set of
actors must openly impose its preferences on another set . . . into one in
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which power relations become so uneven that anticipated reactions . . .
and ideological manipulation . . . make open political conflict
unnecessary. Thus, positive feedback over time simultaneously
increases power asymmetries and renders power relations less visible.
The allocation of political authority to particular actors is a key source
of this kind of positive feedback. . . . When certain actors are in a
position to impose rules on others, the employment of power may be
self-reinforcing. Actors may use political authority to generate changes
in the rules of the game (both formal institutions and various public
policies) designed to enhance their power. Relatively small disparities
in political resources among contending groups may widen
dramatically over time as positive feedback sets in.41

Here again the historical experience of Russian political life is both
insightful and useful as a specimen-sample of the general pattern described by
Pierson. A useful way of looking at this aspect of the path-dependent
character of Russia's neo-autocratic rule is to consider the core Aristotelian
concept of citizenship, wherein both rulers and ruled know how to "do" the
experiences of the "other": those being ruled know how to obey and also to
rule, and rulers themselves also know both to rule, and to obey.42 This is a
crucial, irreplaceable element of a community’s self-governance as opposed
to autocratic governance, and one that shows much evidence of having been
repeatedly scuttled in Russian history. Aristotle's preferred form of regime is
a polity, and for such to exist and function, the necessary “power asymmetry”
between rulers and ruled manifests itself in a manner that is continually
shifting, tenuous, uncertain, and open to change in leadership, or in specific
policies, based on citizens' choice. Governance through citizenship conceived
in this manner would be fundamentally different from governance on the
basis of apparent certainty, stability, and effective one-directional flow of
authority as offered in autocratic governance. Again, Michael Urban’s study
of Russian elites’ political discourse demonstrates a strong tendency for
authoritarian modes of governance to self-replicate.43
Pierson points out that "relatively small disparities in political resources
among contending groups may widen dramatically over time as positive
feedback sets in"; this pattern is particularly germane to our understanding of
the history of governance in Russia. According to Tatu VanHanen's
evolutionary theory of democracy, the distribution of power resources within
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a society is the single most potent factor in determining whether democracy
emerges and survives over time.44 This theme is explored in greater detail
below as we consider the tendency for monocratic-type governance to
replicate itself over time, and especially after national crises. For now, we
note that the left side of Ian Bremmer's J-Curve (where a regime is stable but
not very open) appears to have emerged as a more or less conscious choice by
the Russian electorate, even if by default through more or less passive
acceptance of continuous aggregation of neo-autocratic power by the
Kremlin.45

(4) The Intrinsic Complexity and Opacity of Politics
Social interpretations of complex environments like politics are subject
to positive feedback. The development of basic social understandings
involves high start-up costs and learning effects; they are frequently
shared with other social actors in ways that create network effects and
adaptive expectations. The need to employ mental maps induces
increasing returns. This is true at both the individual and the group
level, as "communities of discourse" often come to share and reproduce
a similar ideology.
This recent work converges with the long-standing views of those who
study political culture as well as the recent contributions of cognitive
science. Once established, basic outlooks on politics, ranging from
ideologies to understandings of particular aspects of governments or
orientations toward political groups or parties, are generally tenacious.
They are path dependent.46

After considering each of these four aspects of the special pertinence of
“increasing returns” to the political realm, Pierson grandly concludes: “In
each case [of the above four aspects], there are reasons to anticipate that steps
in a particular direction can trigger a self-reinforcing dynamic.”47 Is there a
"mental map" in Russia, or among Russians, that favors authoritarian rule?
This theme has been pursued in the form of modern political psychology at
least since the 1940s and indeed has been a recurring theme in Western
observations of Russia since the sixteenth century. 48 Studies of the
neurological roots of cognition, and psychological states more generally,
show promise of providing significant insights into why patterns tend to
replicate themselves.49 Perhaps that which political scientists have long called
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"political culture" might be a function of the mental maps that people use to
navigate the complexities and uncertainties of life. If so, then perhaps such
mental maps set in motion a pattern of disposition to politics that, over time,
displays all the characteristics of path dependency.50 For example, it seems
reasonable to suspect that the response by the Putin regime to the Beslan
tragedy of September 2004 displayed traits that were entirely characteristic of
long-term Russian political patterns and substantially at variance with the
response of the Spanish or British governments to similar (if smaller scale)
outrages in the early twenty-first century. It is difficult to consider these
cases comparatively and not conclude with Pierson that certain political
ideologies are path dependent.51
Path-dependence theory, and historical institutionalism in general, has
focused much attention on the self-reinforcing characteristics of patterns of
political behavior, and particularly on the apparently self-replicating traits of
institutions. 52 The concept of "critical junctures" is central to pathdependency theory, but until recently has not been developed in much depth.
Critical junctures represent opportunities for change, yet may end in a process
by which key elements of the preceding institutions—or constellation of
ideas—replicate themselves. 53 These may do so through self- reinforcing,
essentially reactive and fear-driven responses, in turn evoking the most
psychological (and perhaps physiological) deeply rooted survival
mechanisms. It does not seem unreasonable that under conditions of
especially pronounced uncertainty, such fear-based behavior would be most
likely to materialize. This is a crucial point in light of the underlying concept
of citizenship-based self-governance, since modern democracy centrally
involves the "institutionalization of uncertainty."54 To the extent that this is
so, significant light may be shed on the persistent tendency in Russian
national political behavior to forego such electoral uncertainty in favor of the
promise of security by means of a predictable and predictably strong
governing apparatus, even if that predictability comes at the expense of
effectual limitations by a reasonably informed, reasonably engaged citizenry.
The persistent reappearance of autocratic traits of governance over time,
despite otherwise remarkably different historical epochs, raises the suspicion
that deeply rooted historical-psychological factors, and perhaps even
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bioneurological factors, continue to be operative. Below I consider the
specific aspects of government, both conceptually and concretely, that
demonstrate evidence of this persistence.55

Specific Indicators of Path–Dependent
Political Tendencies in Russia
Public authority is viewed (and exercised) as essentially monocratic in
nature; autocratic in practice, if not also in theory; ideally centralized in form
and practice; and embodied in a strong state.

Authority Viewed as Essentially Monocratic in Nature
There is a pronounced tendency in Russian political life to view political
authority in such a manner as to make checks-and-balances upon public
authority ineffective, even when such checks are formally instituted; recent
data from the Levada Center, a credible Russian survey research institution,
bear this out. Is this tendency historically rooted, and if so, how does the
replication occur as a form of positive feedback, even despite massive
socioeconomic change? The overall pattern of post-Soviet change in Russia
leading to the monopolization of power by the political party United Russia in
the 2000s suggests that it is so. Hedlund usefully calls attention to the
scholarship of McDaniel which traces certain path-dependent characteristics
of Russian political history to the prevailing "mental models."56 There is good
reason to suspect that the roots of these mental models go back very deeply
into Russian history; perhaps the deeper roots of the recurring preference for
monocratic power (vlast as indivisible) can be located in the sense of identity
as well as the perceived interest in political order and stability. The tendency
for public authority to be viewed and defended in monocratic form, and thus
in monocratic terms, is in fact deeply rooted in Russian Orthodoxy itself: the
czar represented the divine majesty on earth, whose authority was inherently
indivisible.57
As noted at the outset of this study, the consensus in the West is that
the Russian Federation reverted to an authoritarian mode of governance
during the Putin years. Indicators of this reversion included manipulated
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elections, relentless centralization of political authority in the executive
arm of government at the expense of the legislature, truncation of civil
society, imprisonment and /or assassination of political enemies, and
elimination of genuine political opposition.58 Few if any in the Western
world continued to defend the self-claimed democratic character of
Russia, especially after the centralizing initiatives undertaken in the wake
of the September 2004 Beslan tragedy. These initiatives were reinforced
by the political condominium of the Putin regime with business elites, and
found expression in numerous ways, including Russia’s increasing
assertiveness in regional and world affairs. 59 The regime nonetheless
described and defined itself as democratic, despite occasionally frank
acknowledgement of the deeply problematical character of that
democracy. For example, as a presidential candidate for United Russia,
Dmitry Medvedev offered the following:
On the one hand, we are returning to our traditions, to our own cultural
values. They are the ones that specifically define our national identity.
And herewith they represent an intrinsic, inalienable part of world
civilization. On the other hand (and here there is no need to be shy
about it), we still have our own particular, even conflicted lifeexperience with realizing the conditions necessary for actual
democracy—political and economic democracy. Also, the democratic
institutions established to date demonstrate this by their very
constitution, notwithstanding the ongoing problems with realizing their
further development.60

Significantly, there is evidence that Russia’s reversion to neo-autocratic
conceptions and practices of authority is at least implicitly accepted by much
of the population. This is suggested by a majority of respondents in public
opinion surveys. Consider the question, "To whom should supreme power in
Russia belong—to the president, the government [prime minister and
cabinet], or the Federal Assembly?" By 2007, the percentage of those
responding "the Federal Assembly" had shrunk to single digits (6 percent),
whereas those favoring a locus of power in the president were at over 60
percent (table 1). It has been well established that stronger legislatures make
stronger democracies, and that weak legislatures can be both cause and effect
of the entrenchment of authoritarian rule.61 Contemporary Russia is a case in
point, replicating the long-term historical pattern of legislative weakness.
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Table 1: Monocratic Authority Preferences in Russia
To whom should supreme power in Russia belong—to the president, the
government, or the Federal Assembly (parliament, in 1994)?
1994

1999
(percent)

2007

President

33

37

61

Government

13

28

11

Federal Assembly

17

15

6

To no one; there should be separation of powers

0

0

9

Don’t know

37

20

14

Source: Levada Center, nationwide surveys, 1994–2007;
http://www.russiavotes.org/national_issues/engagement.php (accessed 9
September 2010).
What do you think would be better? [concentration or separation of powers]
All replies (%)
For all power to be concentrated in one pair of hands
For power to be distributed between different structures,
controlling one another

45
42

Don’t know

13

Source: Levada Center, Nationwide Survey 26 February–2 March 2010, N=1,600;
http://www.russiavotes.org/national_issues/engagement.php (accessed 9
September 2010).
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Given the centrality of political parties in modern political processes, it
might be expected that a country with a long history of monocratic
concentration of authority would find itself with one or another form of oneparty regime. Russia quickly established a one-party regime after the
Bolshevik seizure of power, despite the presence of a wide array of political
parties. In the twilight of the USSR, a multiplicity of parties and movements
again emerged, only to be politically eclipsed by United Russia in the early
years of the Putin regime. In a major work on the role of political parties in
Russia, Henry Hale traces the Putin-era consolidation of United Russia at
least partially to path-dependent processes.
Just as new institutionalist approaches have looked to path-dependent
legacies of the past to explain the emergence of markets in world
history, so this volume was led to Russia's particular legacy of
communism and its ensuing path of postcommunist transition to
understand how this [electoral] market came to be structured. In
particular, the preceding pages found that Russia's institutional
structure of strong executive power at both the regional and provincial
levels, a legacy of its patrimonial communist past, helped stack the
deck in favor of party substitutes over parties in many organs of power.
So powerful that they saw little need to take on the political risk
involved in building even a true presidential party, Russia's chief
executives also frequently destroyed opposition efforts to convert major
party substitutes into parties capable of being dominant players in the
market for electoral goods and services.62

Thus, Pierson's point about power asymmetries having path-dependent
tendencies through increasing returns is evident in Russia's transition from a
one-party state ruled by the Communist Party to a one-party state ruled
through the agency of United Russia: "relatively small disparities in political
resources among contending groups may widen dramatically over time as
positive feedback sets in."63 But how much support among the population
does this arrangement find?
In terms of political competition along party lines, there is not much
evidence of support among the Russian public for a vibrantly competitive
political playing field. Although trust in and regard for political parties
appears to have increased from the latter 1990s when they were
characteristically viewed with disdainful contempt, the preference throughout
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the Putin era is for either one strong party, or several big parties, as indicated
in table 2.64
Similarly, data from the Russian Public Opinion Research Center
indicate a very low regard for political parties (fig. 1) other than the party of
power, United Russia.
At a deeper theoretical level, the issue of the monocratic character of
authority, as opposed to a polyarchical one, arguably returns to the issue of
mixed government as outlined and advocated in classical Greco-Roman
antiquity. Specifically, as outlined in Politics, book 4, the Aristotelian
principle of mixed government derived from the notion that a monocratic
configuration of authority was less desirable than one characterized by a
mixture of regime-types, specifically aristocracy and polity. Even this
configuration, of course, presupposed a certain unity of authority in terms of
legitimate claim to power over the community. However, in order to
Table 2: How many political parties does Russia need now?
Apr 04

Sep 04

Oct 05 Jul 06
(percent)

Apr 07

Oct 07

One strong ruling party

34

34

38

32

30

28

2 or 3 big parties

41

44

39

42

46

40

Many small parties

8

6

4

5

7

9

No need for any parties

7

6

7

7

6

7

Don’t know

11

9

12

14

13

17

Source: Levada Center, Nationwide Survey, 2004–2007;
http://www.russiavotes.org/duma/duma_vote_trends.php#489 (accessed
February 27, 2008).
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Fig 1: Support for Political Parties in Russia
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minimize the likelihood that such power would turn tyrannical, it should be
configured so as to be self-accountable—the various parts among
themselves—as well accountable to the citizenry that formed it.
Contemporary political scientists refer to these two aspects of accountability
as horizontal and vertical, and both are essential to avoid tyranny.65 A regime
with the type of monocratic concentration of power in the presidential
apparatus, as in Russia, hardly qualifies. But such a regime very much
resembles the pattern of lack of effective accountability to the public
established in the Russian state that emerged in the fifteenth century from the
Mongol-Tatar occupation. 66 That regime was thoroughly patrimonial, and
strong echoes of those roots are viewed by Lynch, among others, as the
defining characteristic of the post-Soviet regime. Significantly, those traits
show evidence of having replicated themselves in a path-dependent way.67
Perhaps very tellingly, as early as 1997 Giovanni Sartori referred to the 1993
Russian constitution itself as "essentially monocratic" and an "ill-conceived"
attempt to institutionalize the underlying principle of an "oscillating diarchy"
at the heart of the French-style dual executive system. 68 From this
perspective, it should not surprise us that the institutional basis for the
monocratic character of Russian politics under Putin had emerged so quickly
after the demise of the USSR. One might offer that ‘positive feedback’ as a
response to post-Soviet chaos came in the form of lower political “costs” of
reverting to authoritarian form than to remaining on a tenuous democratic
path.

State Authority as Neo-autocratic
This trait is about the directional flow of accountability for public
authority. The argument here is that in contemporary Russia, as virtually
throughout its history, political power flows downward from regime to
society, and not the reverse. This is to say that the political regime was not
accountable to society in any meaningful sense of the term: it is
remarkable and deeply emblematic that in one thousand years of history
no national-level ruler of Russia has ever been voted out of office. The
state was, and remains, rukovoditel' (literally, one who "leads by the
hand") over society, rather than being constrained, limited, and guided by
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the underlying society, or by a shifting conglomeration of its more
powerful parts. The path-dependent characteristics of this political trait
will not be news to any student of Russian political history, yet the
concepts of positive feedback, increasing returns, and self-reinforcing
mechanisms of replication may shed considerable light on the why and
how such traits have continued into the present century.
The wider the scope of political authority wielded by Putin, the more
popular he appeared to have become. This pattern coincided with
increasingly robust national macro-economic growth, and perhaps derived
from it. But can such growth be said to have caused Putin’s popularity,
thus enabling a steady aggrandizement of power under his control? There
is probably no way of disentangling the direction of causation, or the
causative mechanisms, even with path-dependency theory; but the
evidence suggests that aggregate public response to Russia's increasing
economic power was not to demand a shrinking domain of state authority,
but rather the opposite—to continue to support Putin and his approach to
governance. To be sure, there were rather feeble, occasional objections to
the aggrandizement of state power, but none were sufficient to bridle the
trend away from pluralistic accountability. This may get to the very heart
of Russia's reversion to autocracy, because such macroeconomic growth
might very well have created the sort of objective and subjective
conditions necessary and (perhaps) sufficient to spawn a political culture
in which neo-autocracy might otherwise have been impossible, practically
speaking. This process is outlined thus by Ronald F. Inglehart and
Christian Welzel:
Socioeconomic development, emancipative cultural change, and
democratization constitute a coherent syndrome of social progress, a
syndrome whose common focus has not been properly specified by
classical modernization theory. We specify this syndrome as "human
development," arguing that its three components have a common focus
on broadening human choice. (1) Socioeconomic development gives
people the objective means of choice by increasing individual
resources; (2) rising emancipative values strengthen people's subjective
orientation towards choice; (3) democratization provides legal
69
guarantees of choice by institutionalizing freedom rights.
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The question immediately rises as to why, in Russia, "rising
emancipative values" and "increasing individual resources" have produced
so very little in the way of "institutionalizing freedom rights"? The answer
posited here is that certain elements of Russia’s historical experience have
replicated themselves in a path-dependent fashion, specifically regarding
the relationship of state and society, to exhibit positive feedback from the
dominant-subordinate configuration between the Russian state and
Russian society. Pierson's concept of power asymmetries in the political
domain tending to accentuate path-dependent tendencies appears
particularly germane here. When faced with various crises (real or
imagined, such as Chechnya, terrorism, “color revolutions”), the “political
costs” of pursuing an authoritarian option were evidently lower (meaning
less risky) than holding to a more democratic path, precisely because the
authoritarian option was more deeply embedded, less threatening, and
offered greater promise of short-term utility.
Along these lines, Hedlund identifies the underlying philosophical
concept of authority in Russian history as autocratic, and distinctively
different from that in the West:
Where Western tradition has given rise to pluralism, power sharing and
argumentation, Russia’s Orthodox tradition has rested on posing
absolute alternatives, with no room for compromise. Where there is no
neutral zone, man has to take sides, and the winning side must be the
absolute victor. After having fully crushed his opponent, the victor also
seeks to radically annihilate the past. Lotman’s own conclusion goes to
the very heart of the problem: “True forward movement requires
coming to terms with, and not simply rejecting, the past, for absolute
rejection leads only to fruitless cycles of negation.” McDaniel
demonstrates how repeated Russian attempts to break out of the bad
equilibrium consistently led the system to revert to its original
institutional position. This is well in line with our assumption of
revealed institutional preference. Each such failed undertaking,
moreover, was accompanied by high social costs and a protracted
period of disorder, known in Russian as smuta. 70

This image of Russian political authority is certainly not new, but rather
reflects a long-held view, in the West at least, of the nature of political power
in Russia. The Putin phenomenon, emerging as it has from Russia's
perceived bad experience with a purported adoption of Western-style
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democracy, thus may be seen as a replication of the recurring theme of a
strong, essentially monocratic, centralized state rescuing Russia from the
chaos and trouble of weak rule.71 Putin's popularity throughout his rule may
be viewed as an indicator of the manner in which such a conception of
authority resonates with the general culture, notwithstanding dissident voices
and challenging mavericks.
Another significant aspect of Russian political life can be observed in the
contemporary manifestation of the historically patterned tendency for
political processes to be closed to significant, efficacious popular input. This
aspect of autocracy in premodern Russia (and notably, in much of the rest of
the medieval world) presumed a certain epistemic foundation: the emperor
ruled by divine prerogative, with authority flowing from the top, downward;
in the Russian case, this emperor was the czar (Russian for “Caesar”), who
served as the image of divine majesty.72 The population at large could hardly
be described as citizens in any meaningful modern sense of the term (nor in
classical Aristotelian terms, either): the people were subjects, and as such
their political obligation was to obey, not make political determinations.73
This arrangement was of course endorsed and buttressed by the Orthodox
church; much has been written about this and there is no need to revisit the
issue here. In any case, recent survey research provides evidence that
Russians’ sense of political efficacy is not high, and that “people like me”
can’t really have much effect on governance (table 3).
Ian Bremmer's concept of the J-curve presents a way of understanding
the connection between political openness and political stability. According
to Bremmer, stability and openness are connected, not in a linear fashion, but
in a J-curve manner: political change toward openness typically decreases
political stability in the short-to-medium run, and only when an open,
democratically responsible regime is established does the level of political
stability rise. 74 The short-term effect of political openness in previously
authoritarian regimes, however, is generally instability. The point here is that
as Russia experienced greater openness of the 1990s, political stability indeed
became problematical. By the time of Putin's ascent to power, the perception
of the political elite was that the two were indeed connected: the openness of
the Yeltsin years had created the perceived need for Putin’s “vertical of
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Table 3: Political Efficacy in Post‐Soviet Russia
Do you think that people like you can influence state decisions in this country?
Can you influence decisions in your region, city or district?
Country

Local

(percent)
Definitely yes

1

2

To some extent

12

16

Total yes

13

18

Probably not
Definitely not
Total no

34
51
85

18
46
80

Don’t know

2

2

Source: Levada Center, Nationwide Survey, 26 February–2 March 2010,
N=1,600; http://www.russiavotes.org/national_issues/engagement.php
(accessed 9 September 2010).

power.” The response of the regime, perhaps predictably, was to clamp down
on the openness, at least regarding broad, popular input to the regime.75 The
manner in which that response occurred, however, bears numerous hallmarks
of a path-dependent reversion to earlier form because the authoritarian option
offered greater positive feedback to the interests of those wielding authority,
and did so without significantly efficacious public opposition.
Also and perhaps rather ironically, another manifestation of the
autocratic aspect of Russian political behavior may be seen in the historical
tendency of the Russian military to remain aloof from politics. The irony
resides in the fact that military involvement in politics is generally viewed as
detrimental to democratic governance and emblematic of the sort of state
weakness often associated with desultory political change lurching from
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authoritarian to democratic rule, and back again. In the Russian case,
however, the military's historical and contemporary aloofness from politics
appears to be grounded in a similar political cultural trait of disengagement
from politics that characterizes the population as a whole.76 It is especially
noteworthy that such disengagement has persisted throughout Russian
history, such that even in the clearest circumstance of likely intervention—the
October 1993 crisis between Yeltsin and the parliament—the military
remained conspicuously aloof.77 The overall pattern of military involvement
in politics in the late modern world, and the Russian military’s aversion to
doing so even amid such inviting conditions as the 1993 October crisis,
suggests that deeper, longer-term causes were at work than the typical shortterm variables—such as immediate economic conditions, or contingent
factors, such as specific personalities, that might otherwise account for the
feeble resistance to a reassertion of neo-autocratic control by Boris Yeltsin.78

Popular and Governmental-official Preference for,
and Robust Intellectual Defense of, Centralized Authority
Russian political history is characterized by centralized political control,
although episodically punctuated by decentralization efforts, particularly the
so-called Great Reforms of the 1860s and the Yeltsin years of the 1990s.
Since this feature of Russian politics is so pronounced, and since it has
numerous traits of path-dependent self-replication, careful scrutiny of the
"big, slow-moving" forces behind it may be very revealing. In late 1999,
eight years after the collapse of the USSR, and also nearly the same amount
of time before the full measure of Putin's centralizing concentration of power
had been accomplished, Michael McFaul noted: "In the Fall of 1991, the
presidential genetic code began to reorganize politics in Russia."79 Even then
it could hardly have been foreseen that this “genetic code” would come to
reassert itself with a vengeance under the presidency of Putin. In fact, the
movement toward serious and significant political decentralization stands as a
remarkable break with the long-term characteristic of highly centralized
governance. This was perhaps best captured by Boris Yeltin's comment in
mid-1991 that the regions of Russia would be welcomed to take "all the
autonomy they could swallow." He proceeded to move in that direction, yet
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in the process significantly weakened state capacity, and perhaps simply
pushed authoritarianism out into the regions by giving regional executives
more or less free rein over their territories. While it appeared for a while that
the weakening of central authority might provide enabling circumstances for
the emergence of regional self-rule, and thereby open the door for further
democratization, in fact the opposite occurred.80 By the early twenty-first
century, President Vladimir Putin made abundantly clear that one of his top
priorities was to reassert vertical authority and thereby restore sound
governance to Russia. He did do so in a strikingly thorough manner, although
in a stepwise process. The net result, significantly, was a return to longstanding Russian convention: centralization of power geographically as well
as in concept.
It is also noteworthy that the latter decades of the twentieth century
witnessed a remarkably broad global acceptance (among academic and many
political leaders, at least) of the general proposition that decentralization was
preferable to centralization, even though the soundness of this preference did
not hold up well to intense scrutiny.81 In some cases, decentralization only
compounded problems it was ostensibly designed to resolve; in this regard
Russia stands as a clear example. In any case, specific aspects can be
identified in Putin’s reassertion of vertical authority. Cameron Ross is
perhaps most direct in calling it "Putin's radical assault on the principles of
federalism and democracy," which occurred in two stages, outlined below.
Some components of that assault represent a clear reversion to longestablished patterns of governance, suggesting a path-dependent dynamic at
work.

Stage 1: May 2000–September 2004
1. Creation of Seven Federal Districts, most headed by military or
security personnel, May 13, 2000
2. Reform of the Federation Council—members henceforth to be
chosen by the region's governor and legislature
3. Establishment of the State Council, an advisory body to the president
composed of all regional governors, September 1, 2000
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4. New federal legislation granting the power to dismiss governors and
dissolve regional legislatures to the president under certain conditions,
2000–2001
5. Putin's campaign to bring regional charters and constitutions of the
ethnic republics in line with the Russian Federal Constitution
6. Heavy political pressure on the ethnic-based units to support the
central government in Moscow, electorally and otherwise

Stage 2: September 2004 forward
1. Direct appointment of governors by the president with approval by
regional legislatures
2. Drop the half-SMD / half PR formula for Duma elections and replace
it with pure PR; increase the threshold for parties' eligibility for
representation in the Duma from 5 percent to 7 percent—both changes
effectively augmented the power of United Russia
3. New electoral laws after September 2004 designed to make it
increasingly difficult for smaller parties to be legally recognized and
thus run candidates for office
4. Change the internal rules of the Federation Council to make it
nonpartisan, unlike the Duma's fraktsiya, or formally recognized, partybased factions
5. Considered legislation in late autumn of 2006 that would allow
regional governors, who are appointed by the president, to appoint
mayors of major cities (formerly elected)
6. Reduce the number of units of the Russian Federation, from eightynine to eventually around fifty. (as of late 2008, the number of units
was at eighty-three)
7. Increase the pressure on the thirty-one ethnic-based federal units to
support the central government electorally.
8. Establish a Public Chamber (2005), a 126-member body composed
of representatives from various social organizations: one-third
appointed by the president, one-third from major social groups, onethird selected by the first 84 members of the chamber.82
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Centralized control of the political party system, and more or less
simultaneous reduction of the power of the Federal Assembly, represented
critically significant aspects of this centralization drive. This occurred in the
form of United Russia emerging with an effective monopoly on public
authority, while leaving token opposition parties intact, legally operative, but
politically marginalized.83
A significant dimension of this effective monopolizing centralization of
power has been the reassertion of control over the regional governments,
largely by control of the regional legislatures through United Russia. Since
the regional legislatures must ratify the president's choice of a given region's
chief executive, Kremlin control of such legislatures is critical. By 2007 that
process was largely completed: “With the Kremlin exerting more direct
influence over the political futures of regional executives and with the
‘United Russification’ of regional parliaments, Russia’s regions are becoming
more compliant with the centre’s wishes, as compared to the Yel’tsin era
when regional ‘lords’ ruled over wildly autonomous ‘fiefdoms.’”84
How has the Russian public responded to centralization? Data-based
evidence from Russian public opinion surveys indicates a decided preference
for centralized political authority and a conception of democracy that is
arguably at some variance with those prevailing in the West (table 4).
The word democracy, of course, can have numerous meanings: even in
the Roman Empire the belief prevailed that, regardless of the concentration of
power in the emperor, the people still exercised power through him.
According to the myth of the lex regia of the first century BC, the Roman
people had voluntarily and freely transferred their right of popular
sovereignty to the emperor.85 Thus, the myth of rule “by the people” endured,
regardless of the degree to which subsequent emperors ruled dictatorially and
with no genuine accountability to the populace. The analogy should not be
stretched too far with twenty-first century Russia, but the type of regime
developed by Putin reflected a problematical popular sovereignty at best.
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Table 4: Preference for Centralization
Who Should Form the government of Russia?
2003

2007

(percent)
The president directly
The PM appointed by the
president

54

46

8

16

The prime minister, appointed by the State Duma
Parties, which won majority in the Duma
All parties in the Duma
Don’t Know

3
12
10
14

7
5
11
14

Source: Levada Center, nationwide surveys, 2003‐2007;
http://www.russiavotes.org/national_issues/engagement.php (accessed 9
September 2010).

In this context, presidential adviser Vladislav Surkov’s concept of “sovereign
democracy” appears more of a throwback to the lex regia than to modern
conceptions of representative governance. Recent survey evidence points
toward a prevailing concept of democracy in Russia that does not place a
particularly high stock in popular selection accountability of leaders to the
people. Significantly, perhaps, "direct election of all high state leaders" was
seen as an important component of democracy by only about 15 percent of
respondents in the year 2000, with the proportion dropping slightly by 2005
to only 13 percent (table 5).
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Table 5: Definitions of Democracy
What in your opinion is “democracy”? (More than one answer possible)
2000
2005
(percent)
Freedom of speech, press, religion

37

43

Economic prosperity of the country

33

32

Order and stability

28

30

Rule of law

29

26

Direct election of all high state leaders

15

13

Possibility for everyone to do as they please

10

10

Empty talk

6

6

Guarantees for minority rights

6

5

Anarchy, lawlessness

6

4

Domination of minority by majority

6

4

Other concepts of democracy

1

1

Don’t know

8

5

Source: Levada Center, nationwide surveys, 30 Dec 1999—4 Jan 2000, and 13–
17 May 2005, N=1,600 for each.
http://www.russiavotes.org/national_issues/national_issues_trends.php#066
(accessed February 12, 2008).
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It is noteworthy that about one-third of the population declared that
“economic prosperity of the country” is “democracy.” Under Putin, a growing
proportion of the population considered its economic situation to be
improving, thus perhaps making understandable the regime’s self-avowedly
democratic character. The regime was thus able to enjoy high levels of
popular support even while throttling political competition, constricting civil
liberties (such as freedom of speech, press, and assembly, among others), and
otherwise stripping citizenship of its essential Aristotelian core: the notion
that both rulers and ruled need to know how to rule and how to obey. By the
end of Putin’s second term as president, evidence that the regime was
genuinely interested in knowing popular preference was in short supply, and
evidence that it would be willing to obey it was even scantier. Autocratic
restoration was evidenced by the regime's continued centralization of
authority, but as Trenin astutely notes, this is only half the picture. The other
half has to do with the disposition of the population itself:
The critics who lay all the blame for the democracy deficit at the gates
of the Kremlin are only half right. Certainly, Putin and his likely
successors are not, and do not, consider themselves to be the champions
of democracy. However, at the other end of the spectrum, there is still
precious little demand for democracy. This does not mean that Russians
are totally apathetic, passive, and submissive. Rather, it appears that
their thoughts have turned from the sweeping slogans of the late 1980s
to rather practical matters. But is it these same practical matters that
will lead them back into politics, possibly through the back door.86

This view is generally consistent with data from the World Values
Survey, in which less than half of those polled in 1995 and 1999 indicated
that democracy (with no elaboration of specific meaning by the poll-takers,
apparently) was either "very good" or even "fairly good" (table 6).
The tragic events of Beslan in September 2004 prompted the Putin
regime to further centralize authority and generally entrench the monocratic
nature of state power. Direct appointment of governors, raising the State
Duma electoral barrier to 7 percent, and reshaping the laws to thwart
meaningful opposition parties, among other measures, all clearly had the
effect intended by the Kremlin by the time of the March 2008 presidential
election. There is scant evidence of much public outcry over this direction of
political change, even though objections were raised in the ongoing national
discourse. Instead of popular objection, data from the Levada Center
indicated a growing sense that the country was politically moving in the right
direction (table 7).
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Table 6: Russians’ Estimation of “Democracy”
Russian Federation
1995

1999

N

%

N

%

Very Good

98

4.8

151

6.1

Fairly Good

819

40.1

1035

41.4

Fairly Bad

496

24.3

543

21.7

Very Bad

178

8.7

154

6.2

Don’t know

449

22.0

601

24.0

No answer

0

0.0

15

0.6

Not asked in survey

0

0.0

0

0.0

Total

2040

(100%)

2500

(100%)

Source: World Values Survey,
http://www.wvsevsdb.com/wvs/WVSData.jsp?Idioma=I (accessed 19 February
2009).
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Table 7: What do you think awaits Russia in the forthcoming months in politics?
Mar
00

Mar
01

Mar
02

Mar
04

Mar
05

Mar
06

Mar
07

Jan
08

Mar
08

(percent)
Improve a lot

3

2

1

2

1

2

2

4

5

Improve some

33

28

32

34

26

27

28

35

44

36

30

33

36

27

29

30

39

49

Worsen some

17

21

22

14

21

17

15

14

12

Worsen a lot

9

6

6

2

6

5

7

2

2

26

27

27

16

27

22

22

16

14

38

43

40

49

46

48

48

45

37

Total improve

Total worsen
Don’t know

Source: Levada Center (formerly VCIOM) surveys, 2000–2008;
http://www.russiavotes.org/national_issues/national_issues_trends.php#486 (accessed 13
March 2009).
(note: The Levada Center was part of VCIOM until 2003; since then, both exist separately).
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These data echo the high popularity of the Putin regime, and particularly
the presidential apparatus, in relation to other formal branches of government.
Figure 2 shows approval ratings of the president, chairman of the government
(prime minister), the government (cabinet), state duma, and federation
council, from top to bottom respectively, in most polling through early 2008:
Figure 2: Approval Ratings of Government Officials and Institutions
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2008
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Source: Russian Public Opinion Research Center.
http://wciom.com/news/ratings/ratings‐of‐state‐institutions.html (accessed
27 February 2009).
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Finally, the centralizing concentration of power (vertikal vlasti) as the
centerpiece of Putin's mode of governance has met a generally positive
response from the population, as evidenced by data from the Levada Center in
2008. It is noteworthy, however, that those favoring it formed a clear
plurality, but not a majority, of respondents, and 28 percent answered, "Don't
know" (fig. 3).
Fig. 3: Russians' Estimation of the "Vertical of Power"
Do you think the “vertical power,” when all problems are solved according to commands
from the Kremlin and the influence of the government, Duma, and parties is minimal,
does more good or more harm?

Source: Levada Center, Nationwide Survey, 18–21 January 2008, N=1600;
"Putin's Performance in Office—Trends,"
http://www.russiavotes.org/president/presidency_performance.php#523
(accessed 7 September 2008).

The evidence shows that Russia's return to highly centralized state power
was met with broad popular approval, much as it appears to have done in
earlier episodes of Russian history. These episodes came at critical, defining
points regarding the nature of relations between the central government and
the vast regions composing Russia: Prince Ivan III’s conquest of Novgorod in
1478, the emergence of the Romanov dynasty in 1613 from the Time of
Troubles, the halt to the regional reforms in the 1880s, the Stalinist
centralization drive, and Putin’s reassertion of vertical authority from the
administrative and political chaos of the Yeltsin years. Such survey data can
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be variously interpreted, and are of course fraught with other validity issues;
after all, the data do reflect the existence of a stratum, in Russian society, of
support for democratic governance. Such a stratum has arguably always
existed, however, yet was repeatedly overcome by the authoritarian
alternative. All in all, however, the seemingly instinctual return to
authoritarian form, in order to transcend national crisis, suggests that pathdependent forces were operating. The fact that the pattern repeated itself so
powerfully only fortifies the suggestion.

Russian Tendencies Toward,
and Preferences for, a Strong State
A final dimension of public authority in Russia that bears evidence of
path-dependent replication is the tendency toward being a "strong state."
This aspect of governance deals with the characteristic nature, over time, of
the relationship between society and the state. A strong state is one that
shapes and controls society more than being shaped and controlled by that
society.87 States, as sets of governing institutions, vary considerably in terms
of their capacity to function autonomously from society, and to rule over it in
a generally one-directional manner. The deepest roots of the Russian state
have been described as placing it on a developmental path toward a strong
state in this regard; this was traceable both to the patrimonial Byzantine
conception of authority and to the pattern of economic relations, with the
latter enabling, engendering, and historically reinforcing a strong state.
Lynch perhaps sums up the matter best, especially regarding the very earliest
historical roots:
Even before the Mongol conquest, throughout much of Russia (the
commercial republic of Novgorod being a key exception), as distinct
from the Kievan lands, there was an unusually wide gulf separating
those in political authority from society. Unlike in England, where the
Normans divided a richer land and soon turned into a native landowning aristocracy, in Russia the Normans were primarily interested in
the transit and extractive capabilities of the Russian lands between
Scandinavia and wealthy Byzantium. Consequently, and by contrast to
England, Norman rule was much more imposed on the native society
and long retained a semi-colonial character, reflecting a proprietary
manner of exercising authority. Russia's greatest Marxist historian,
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Mikhail Pokrovskiy, noted in this respect that the limits on royal
prerogative already established in England in the thirteenth century
were still unknown in Russia in the middle of the seventeenth
century.88

One might offer that in actual practice, the absence of “limits on royal
prerogative,” mutatis mutandis, continue to characterize Russian governance
until today. Putin's determination to destroy the oligarchs in the early twentyfirst century might be understood as a latter-day example of this pattern. But
Russia clearly did not possess much of a strong state in the wake of the
collapse of the USSR in 1991. Brian D. Taylor offers a useful summary of
this aspect of governance in Russia, written at the general time (2001) of the
Yeltsin-Putin transition:
The Russian state today is extremely weak. . . . A series of indicators of
political capacity demonstrates the weakness of the post-Soviet Russian
state. Russia is a new state, with a new constitution, that has undergone
only one change in executive leadership since 1991 (and this took place
with the irregular circumstance of President Boris Yeltsin’s surprise
resignation). This “liability of newness” facing the Russian state,
highlighted in the literature on organizational and political
development, has led to sharp political conflicts between the executive
and legislative branches of power. The rules, norms, and divisions of
power governing these relations are still highly uncertain.
Several other indicators also suggest the weak political capacity of the
new Russian state. The inability of the state to collect taxes or to
enforce federal laws at the regional level, and the absence of real
political parties, are obvious signs of this weakness. The Russian state
has also been unable to resist private pressure in key decision spheres.
For example, enterprise managers were able to hijack the state’s
privatization program in pursuit of their own interests. The weakness of
the Russian state prevents it from fulfilling its most basic functions,
including collecting taxes, paying its own employees, and enforcing
laws and the constitution.89

A state so weakened that it cannot fulfill its most basic functions is of
course doomed to extinction, hence something had to change: given the basic
ideas of path-dependency theory, it is not surprising that the response to such
governmental dysfunction was a return to deeply rooted patterns—back to a
strong state, in other words, and not simply a rebalancing of state-society
relations so as to provide for minimal state functionality. As noted above,
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newly elected president Vladimir Putin was sufficiently determined to address
these weak-state problems so as to make reassertion of vertical authority the
centerpiece of his domestic political program. The manner and degree to
which Putin succeeded in remediating Russia’s weak state, and thus in
bringing to Russia a state that is now quite strong in its relationship to society,
suggests a historically causative connection. That connection, in turn,
suggests a path-dependent replication by way of power asymmetry (state vs.
society) reverting to long-term form by way of positive feedback in the form
of the appearance of successive handling of Russia’s problems that had
bedeviled Yeltsin. In terms of the specifics of path-dependency theory, it
appears that the political costs of remediation of the temporarily weakened
state were lower in the form of reverting to authoritarian modes of
governance than in the form of agonistic democracy: more positive feedback
came to the regime by simply continuing with deeply rooted, neo-autocratic
convention, albeit in novel forms. But has Russian society itself not
undergone change in the transition from the Soviet to the Putin-Medvedev
regimes?
Here the evidence from public opinion surveys presents an intriguing
picture: on the one hand, some evidence suggests widespread public suspicion
of an overly strong state vis-à-vis society, yet increasing support for the Putin
regime as it created such a state. Specifically regarding the role of the media
in society, over two-thirds of Russians surveyed viewed the state as a threat to
press freedom (table 8), and most prefer a plurality of views expressed in the
media (fig.4). Based on these surveys, the degree to which Russian public
opinion supports a strong state—weak society configuration is questionable.
As Remington points out (summing up research by James Gibson): “There is
rather extensive support in Russia for democratic institutions and processes so
long as people see these as rights for themselves; there is much less support
for extending rights to unpopular minorities; and the segments of the
population who are the most exposed to the influences of modern civilization
(young people, better-educated people, and residents of large cities) are also
those most likely to support democratic values. This would suggest that as
Russia becomes more open to the outside world, support for democratic
values will grow.”90 Perhaps they will, and if so, then Sakwa’s view (that a
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democratic option is still open for Russia) could indeed materialize. If so,
however, it would represent a critical juncture of the first sort in the form of a
conscious choice having been made to put Russian governance on an
alternative path. In the meantime, though, President Medvedev's stated goal
of developing Russia as a democratic country open to outside influences has
been severely compromised by post-Beslan legislation designed to restrict the
influence of domestic and foreign civil society-type groups, and especially
foreign ones. 91 Nonetheless, by the end of the second Putin term, much
evidence of a reappearance of a strong state had clearly materialized.
Restoration of a strong state might also enable Russia to resume its place
among the major powers of the world, as called for in his June 2000 "Foreign
Policy Concept of the Russian Federation."92 This foreign policy orientation,

Table 8: Views of Press Freedom
Can mass media under the control of a) the state and b) the “oligarchs” be
considered independent?
Controlled by
State

Oligarchs

Certainly can be independent

8

4

Probably can be independent

16

8

(Can be independent)

24

12

Probably cannot be independent

38

40

Certainly cannot be independent

26

36

(Cannot be independent)

64

76

Don’t know
12
12
Source: Nationwide VCIOM survey, 18–22 January 2000, N=1600;
http://www.russiavotes.org/admin/single_slide_display.php?sld=037 (accessed 7
September 2008).
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Fig. 4: Media Preferences
Various points of view are expressed on TV, in newspapers and magazines
about the authorities’ policies and the situation in the country. With which of
the following statements do you agree?

Source: Nationwide VCIOM survey, 20–23 April 2001, N=1600;
http://www.russiavotes.org/admin/single_slide_display.php?sld=040 (accessed
7 September 2008).

in and of itself, can be seen as a continuation (or resumption) of Russian selfidentity on the global stage since at least the early eighteenth century. Given
the core orientations of this essay—that much of politics revolves around
matters of interests, institutions, and identity, and that path-dependent forces
constrain political choices—it will be useful to briefly consider some of the
ways in which Russian political identity has reemerged in a manner that
suggests the presence of long-term historical, indeed path-dependent forces.

Path Dependency and Russian Political Identity
One of the core elements of politics is the matter of identity, at the
individual level and especially at the communal level. How can concepts
from path-dependency theory help clarify the manner in which elements of
Russian identity have appeared to replicate themselves and thus shape the
character of government and politics, both historically and contemporarily?
In 2000 Paul Pierson wrote that “recent work [on path-dependency theory]
converges with the long-standing views of those who study political culture
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as well as the recent contributions of cognitive science. Once established,
basic outlooks on politics, ranging from ideologies to understandings of
particular aspects of governments or orientations toward political groups or
parties, are generally tenacious. They are path dependent. . . . there are
reasons to anticipate that steps in a particular direction can trigger a selfreinforcing dynamic.”93
One could argue that the entire process of political socialization, as the
means by which political culture is transmitted generationally, has a
fundamentally path-dependent character. In this case, positive feedback
comes in myriad forms of raising the cost of political and social change by
simply reinforcing the continuation of inherited modes of thought, behavior,
and disposition. Trenin offers a particularly telling application of this idea to
contemporary Russian politics and particularly to Russian political identity:
“The Mongols came just as Russian national identity started to emerge.
‘Shaking off the Mongol yoke’ announced the birth of an independent
Russian state. The two and a half centuries that lay between the Mongols'
coming and going mark the period of Russia’s gestation. This combination of
Christian ‘soul’ and Asiatic political ways has forever stayed at the core of
the Russian political identity. The Moscow grand dukes did not so much
defeat the great Khans (or czars, as these Mongol rulers and the Byzantine
Emperors before them had been known in Russia) as succeeded them and
fully appropriate their legacy.”94
In the realm of national security, survey evidence since the collapse of
the USSR indicates a remarkable persistence of the long-harbored notion that
Russia is beleaguered.
Perhaps this is understandable, given Russian history. Yet the
underlying path-dependent consequence of this notion has resulted in longterm, mutually reinforcing, economic and political patterns that have
perpetuated autocratic tendencies in governance. Hedlund makes much of this
point: “In the previous chapters we have argued that over the centuries the
Russian economy has been persistently underperforming. We have linked this
underperformance to a strong preference for autocratic rule, which has
precluded the formation of a society that is separated from the state by a set of
individual rights, and we have argued that this type of rule has been sustained
by a set of self-reinforcing social norms. The practical outcome has been what
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Gerschenkron referred to as a distinctly ‘jerky’ pattern of economic
development, all of which has been led by state-led forced mobilization of
resources.”95
Again following Pierson, if path-dependent forces are at work to
effectively perpetuate economic patterns, they can be reasonably expected to
have consequences that are at least as powerful in the more explicitly political
realm. And as it turns out, they do in the case of Russia. Each of the four
aspects of politics identified by Pierson that buttress the force of “increasing
returns,” and thus enable path-dependent processes to replicate political
patterns over time, are evident in the Putin-era authoritarian revival: the
tendency for stability over time of patterns of collective action, the high
density of institutions, the prevalence of power asymmetries in politics, and
the complexity and opacity of politics. These tendencies in politics are useful
to consider in light of Hedlund’s remarks regarding Russian historical
patterns replicating themselves, mutatis mutandis, into the contemporary era:
Accepting that throughout Russian history there have indeed been a
number of occasions where choices were being offered, and where the
path dependence could have been broken, partly or wholly, we must
ask what is it that has produced such persistently negative selection of
inferior solutions [to optimal economic growth]. In the previous
chapter we have suggested a partial answer to that question, in terms of
an overriding preference for security over material well-being. . . .
Over the centuries Russians have sought to enhance war-fighting
capabilities of their country by deploying methods of forced resource
extraction, which in turn has led to a reduction in overall production
possibilities. . . . Arguments of the latter kind are important in
highlighting that the institutional arrangements may well have been
rational at the outset, under conditions of severe security threats and
poor resource endowments. Over time, however, the focus on resource
extraction and the associated suppression of markets and
entrepreneurship became increasingly anachronistic.96

Although Hedlund’s remarks pertain mostly to the near-obsessive
fixation on national security, much the same could be said for the tendencies
in Russian governance examined previously in this essay, namely the
penchant for essentially monocratic political authority, the centralization of
that authority geographically, and a strong state—weak society configuration.
In any case, however, the national security aspect of Russian identity is
reflected in the question of perceived threats to Russian security (table 9). It is
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also reflected in the "neo-Eurasianist" orientation of Russian foreign policy,
particularly during the second Putin administration and the leadership
succession in spring 2008 from Putin to Medvedev.97
Table 9. Perceived Threats to Russian Security
Do you think that any of the following countries could be a substantial threat to the
security of Russia?
(% perceiving some or big threat)
2000a
(January)

2000b
(April)

2001

2003

2005

2007

USA

49

45

48

48

49

54

National minorities

44

56

44

47

48

30

37

24

17

14

Immigrants/refugees
Germany

15

18

11

Islamic countries

11
38

China

22

Iraq

25

18

EU

23

18

Ukraine

10

8

31

Source: New Russia Barometer, numbers VIII, IX, X, XI, XIV, XV;
http://www.russiavotes.org/security/security_russia_place.php?PHPSESSID=7991b27ac
4b8574970e795737948c4ba#nrb1 (accessed 20 February 2008).
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Russian political identity has historical roots in Orthodox Christianity
dating to the tenth century, and this aspect of Russian political and cultural
history has been intensively explored for centuries. It is axiomatic that
Russian identity is closely tied to Orthodoxy, both at the level of mass
consciousness and once again in terms of regime legitimation, oddly enough
given the seventy-four years of concerted antireligious practices of the Soviet
regime. The political consequences of the religion-and-politics nexus have
also been examined exhaustively, with predictably differing conclusions
regarding the effect of Russian Orthodoxy on Russia’s prospects for
democratization. The general consensus in the West, however, is that Russian
Orthodoxy over the centuries has not served to push Russian culture, or
political institutions, in the direction of public authority that sees itself as
directly, periodically, and ultimately accountable to the people. Rather, it has
tended to buttress an autocratic conception of public authority both at the
level of abstract ideas and in concrete social and political practice.98 This is
not to say that Orthodoxy is inimical to modern republican conceptions of
government being directly accountable to, and responsive to, popular will.
Arguably it is not. 99 Further, there is considerable evidence that the postSoviet regime has sought to conscript the Orthodox identity referent to bolster
the legitimacy of the state, even while retaining the letter of the formalconstitutional secular character of that state.100 The spirit of that secularity,
however, clearly reflects the post-Petrine tradition of subjugation of the
church to state control domestically, and episodic use of the church and its
emotional capital to buttress foreign policy initiatives as well (as in the
Chechen conflict or the military incursion into Georgia in August 2008).

Conclusion
Core elements of Russian political life display evidence of pathdependent reinforcement throughout much of Russian history, and
reappearing in the wake of the Yeltsin interlude from the period of
perestroika and collapse of the USSR in 1991 to the reassertion of vertical
authority of the Putin years. These elements include political authority that is
monocratic in nature; authoritarian to the point of being neo-autocratic in
practice, if not also in theory; ideally centralized in form and practice;
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embodied in a strong state presiding over a rather weak society (as statesociety relations are generally conceived in Western literature on civil
society).
There is also a tendency for national self-definition to harbor something
of a bunker mentality in which fear of threat, combined with a conviction of
grand-scale national purpose, reinforce a primacy on security regarding
concrete policies. Under the Putin regime, the soil for such a siege mentality
was fertilized by several very real threats. As noted by Sakwa, these included
exiled but conspiring oligarchs, the regionally expanding Chechnya
insurgency, and the color revolutions.101 The aggregate costs of proceeding
along a democratic path appear to have been less, in concrete political terms,
than an authoritarian reversion.102 Although the premium placed on national
security is hardly unique to Russia, the combination of the final element
above, along with the preceding three, has served to reinforce over time
strong autocratic traits in Russian governance. Such traits have been long
noted, and are echoed in many contemporary analyses, particularly regarding
Russian relations with former Soviet territories. These traits have also been
noted to be deeply rooted in the past:
The unfortunate and persisting reality is that Russia translates any
political move that is not favored by the Kremlin as a direct affront and
infringement on Russia's national interests. Imbedded deeply in the
national psyche is a fear of being left out, of becoming isolated and
irrelevant. In the words of a Russian analyst, "the fear of being isolated,
marginalized . . . in Europe . . . [is a fear that] goes deep into Russian
history. There is a perception in Russia that we are not considered
Europeans, and we are literally pushed out of Europe."103 If Russia's
security cannot be secured other than by surrounding itself with
countries that have pro-Russian governments, then Russia must feel
very insecure. As the largest country in the world, with abundant
natural and human resources, with nuclear weapons and advanced
military technology, this insecurity is problematic and indicative of old
mentalities.104

Thus, deeply rooted tendencies in the domestic governance of Russia, as
elsewhere, have significant foreign policy implications as well. Several
interesting questions immediately emerge from such considerations. To what
degree might the temporal factor in political patterns be ascertained and
demonstrated? Might the bases of preference for autocratic modes of political
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control among a given population be as deeply rooted as the biological—and
specifically neurological—particularities of a given people? Recent research
in neurology and political psychology give reason to pause before summarily
dismissing such suggestions. If so, then the path dependent nature of a given
people's political orientation might indeed go much, much deeper even than
conceived and articulated by Hedlund, Pierson, and others.105 In that case,
they would derive from the complex interaction of biological tendencies and
patterns with human agency, rational or otherwise.
In any case, there are significant implications of the traits of Russian
political habits and behavior that show path-dependent characteristics. If
indeed the roots of such habits and behavior are deeply grounded historically,
then they are not likely to be meaningfully altered by short-term pressures
(such as castigations by the U.S. State Department, the EU, or others).
Another implication is that research on Russian political behavior might be
usefully shifted from Pierson's Quadrant I (short time-horizon of cause, and
short time-horizon of effects) regarding investigations into political causation
to Quadrants II, III, and IV (fig. 5).
Finally, consideration of path-dependent characteristics of Russian
politics might usefully inform investigations of a wide array of issues in
comparative politics, including causes and conditions of democratization.
Perhaps even more so, they might shed invaluable light on the processes of
de-democratization, as argued by Charles Tilly.
Freedom House's ratings illustrate Russia's de-democratization but miss
the arc of state capacity: from high in the period before the Gorbachev
reforms to declining during the Yeltsin years, then back sensationally to
high levels under Putin. The two trends are obviously connected;
Putin’s regime was aggressively expanding state capacity as it squeezed
out democracy. Yet in one regard Putin may surprisingly have been
promoting longer-term changes that will eventually facilitate Russian
democratization (Trenin, 2000). Although he was permitting the
Russian military dangerously broad autonomy in the Caucasus, he was
also subordinating capitalists who had acquired extraordinary
independence from state control. If, in the future, the Russian state
again becomes subject to protected, mutually binding consultation in
dialogue with a broad, relatively equal citizenry, we may look back to
Putin as the autocrat who took the first undemocratic steps toward that
outcome. 106
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Fig. 5: Time Horizon of Outcome: Historical Cause and Effect
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Source: Paul Pierson, Politics in Time History, Institutions, and Social Analysis
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2004), 92.

Perhaps this is so, perhaps not. Path-dependence theory, however, sheds
valuable light on how such processes might unfold. Given the indeterminate
character of human history and political affairs, and given Pierson's insights
regarding the innate contingency and determinism even within positivefeedback historical sequences, it does appear safe to regard the Putin phase
of Russia's governance as both an expression of path-dependent inertia and a
self-reinforcing feedback loop. Whether it will be subsequently viewed as a
critical juncture toward the sort of change pondered by Tilly, above, or
whether it will come to represent a step in another feedback loop toward
another long-range round of neo-autocracy, must await the “falling of dusk”
and the “spreading of Minerva's wings.” Path-dependency theory cannot
answer the question itself, and suggests that such a question cannot be
answered prospectively. Nonetheless it provides a highly useful service by
helping us understand why we must wait in order to know.
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